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Trainer Stats (text) File 
The trainer stats are normally downloaded with the daily Race-files for each track.  The 

trainer stats text can be displayed in all HTR software programs and are parsed by 

various other screens for ratings, grades and alerts. 
 

Two new items were added by HDW to the stats file for every horse. 
 

Jk T/D/S Starts Wins Win% ROI 

Tr T/D/S    Starts Wins Win% ROI 
 

Jk = Jockey 

Tr = Trainer 

T/D/S = Track/Distance Surface record last 365-days 
 

I looked into several different trainer and jockey statistical categories to find the most 

potent for HTR.  Trainer and Jockey "at the meet", for example, is no longer a solid piece 

of information with meeting dates in flux and all zero stats at the beginning of a new 

meet.  The T/D/S is a more dynamic rating and is updated daily with a new 365-day cycle 

of records by HDW.  Knowing how well the jock and trainer are performing at the exact 

conditions of today's race can be enlightening and much different than their overall 

record.  Finding strength and weakness is the key. 
 

IMPORTANT for [Light Bulb] screen users.  Get the new update ASAP.  The addition 

of the two new items in the Trainer Stat report will sometimes freeze previous versions of 

HTR2 [Light Bulb] because it parses it line by line and the new data has exceeded its old 

maximum.  This does not happen with any other operations in HTR2, Tour, or Robot3.   
 

Easy solution:  get the latest (July 2015) version of HTR2 which upgrades the Light Bulb 

screen to handle the new Trainer Stats.  I also fixed it in the HTR-Tablet version.  If you 

use Export HX9 (Trainer Stats) you also need the latest HTR2 update to capture the new 

items in the output files. 

 
HTR2 
 

 A few track changes 

 TSpot flag added to some Alert columns (see Tour update next page) 

 Various minor bug fixes and display errors repaired 

 New Trainer stats added to visual display [Trnr] menu option 

 Export file HX44 updated.  See HX44.PDF file specification sheet  
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Robot3 
 

Two new filters added.  They are found on the [Special-Systems] filter module.   
 

 TSpot 

 5f Gate Razor 
 

Read more about the TSpot rating in the  new Turf Scan User Guide (PDF) in the HTR 

Library.  TSpot is a pre-packaged spot play for Turf races only.  The Razor gate works 

are rare, but potent.  We may want to expand the concept of gate works in the future if 

this one works out.  Both new filters are eligible for use in Spot Plays.   
 

Learn Tour/Special  /  ROI Dump 

The results and statistics for the two new filters will display on these reports.   Both of 

them have strong ROI in large samples, but low win rates.  Try filtering and combining 

with other factors to improve results.   
 

Connections Module  - (Acts Funny?) 

To accommodate the two new filters above, I shifted the [Connections] module to a 

separate platform.  When you click it, it may not center on the screen.  But you can move 

it around and resize it.  And it functions exactly the same as before.  This change will also 

allow me to add more filters to Robot3 in the future. 
 

Track Filter List 

Several tracks have closed and been removed from the Track filter list.  A new racetrack 

(HP = Hazel Park) has been added.   Note the (*) next to some tracks indicate they are not 

in alphabetical order on the list.  Track names need to remain in static positions on the list 

for saved spot plays and cannot be re-ordered alphabetically when changes are made. 

 
HTR-Tour 
 

Turf Scan   

A brand new screen [Turf Scan] has been designed for Turf race analysis.  Menu button 

(green) located to the far right on the top main menu.   There is a complete PDF guide to 

Turf Scan located in the HTR Library.  The "Turf Scan User Guide" is easy-reading and 

good information on handicapping Turf races and has further details on the TSpot as well.    
 

TSpot is also included with various other Tour screens under Alert type columns. 
 

Ultimate Longshot List 

On the [Setup] for the Longshot List a new option for including TSpot.   You can then 

extract all the TSpot plays for the day with the Ultimate Longshot/Tourney List. 

 

 

 


